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RESEARCHMEMORANDUM 

INVESTIGATION AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS OF MFS!HODS OF 

AIJXKWIINGTHEADVERSE -CE 

- AT TBEROOT OFASWEP!!+BACKWING 

By Lee E. Boddy 

SUMMARY 

Interference at the root of a swep+back wing was inyestigated at 
high subsonic Mach numbers by means of wind-tunnel measurements of a 
-body combination having the.Y&perceni+chord ILne of the w2ng either 
unswept or swept back 35O. Modifications to the body contour and to the 
-root profile designed to alleviate the small interference of the 
swept configuration were evaluated by force and pressur&strfbution 
measurements. 

Below the Mach nuuiber for drq divergence, the pressure distribution 
at the midsemispsn of the swepl+back wing was accurately predicted fram 
results of the tests of the unswept wing using the simple cosine concepts. 
Furthermore, about 90 percent of the predicted increase of drag-divergence 
Mach number was realized experlmantally from the sweepback of the model 
King, the measured divergence Mach number being about 0,015 lower than 
the predicted divergence Mach number. Most of this small deficiency 
appeared to be overcome by the modifications to the body contour or to 
the wing-root profile, either of which increased the drevergence Mach 
number of the model with the sweptiack wing approximately 0.01. 

INTRODUCTION 

The substantial benefits of sweep- the xlngs of airplanes to 
delay the onset of compressibility effects have been demcrnstrated with 
wtid-tunnel and flight tests. However, in many lnstsnces the beneffts 
were not as great as anticipated from consideration of simple sweep 
concepts. Some of the *d-tunnel tests revealed that the premature 
compressibility effects might be the result of unfavorable flow condi- 
tions near the root of the swep%back wFng, and indfcated the necessity 
for more detailed tests to Fnvestigate the problem. 
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The investigation reported herein consisted of a study of the flow 
over a swep-kbackwing compared-to that over anunsweptwing, and a 
determination of the effects of altering the flow at the root of the 
swept+backwing. Two methods of altering the flow at the wing root were 
employed, both desdgned to provide a pressure distribution at the wing- 
body juncture similartothatnesrthemidsemispanofthewlng. These 
methods were: (1) contouring the bw sides to conform to the estimated 
shape of the streamlines over the midsemispan of the xing, and (2) cw 
ing the profile at the root of the wing. 

NOTATION 

The coefficients sndsymbols usedinthis report are definedas 
follows: 
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X distsncebehindwingleadingedge, feet 

Y lateral distance from model center Une, feet 

a angle of attack of fuselage center line, degrees 

P freestream mass density, slugs per cubic foot 

APPARATUSA-NDMODEL 

The tests were conducted in the Ames l&foot -speed wind tunnel, 
with the model mounted on a sting support as shown in figure 1. Lift, 
drag, and pitching moment were measured with electrical strain gages 
enclosed by the model. 

Model Geometry 

The model was constructed so that the wQg could be tested with the 
~+percenl+chord U.ne either unswept (fig. 2) or swept back 35O (fig. 3), 
and had removable panels onboththe wing and the body near the -body . 
juncture. Unswept, the wing had sn aspect ratio of 9.0, a taper ratio 
of 0.5, and NACA 64AOl5 sections normal to the 50-percentihord line. 
Swept back 35’, the wing had an aspect ratio of 6.0. In both cases the 
model wing area was 4.131 square feet. ffhemesnaerodynamic chordwas 
0.700 foot for the unswept w9ng end 0.857 foot for the swep+back wXng. 
Without modification, the body had a cylindrical midsection (herein 
called straight+sided body) snd a nose of sufficient length to keep the 
major bodyiinduced velocities well ahead of the wing. 

The model has 12 chordtise rows of pressure orifices afstributed 
over the upper surface of the right wing (indicated by the dots in 
figs. 2 and 3), five chordwise rows on the lower surface of the right 
wing, anda single rowalongthe side ofthebodyjustabovethewing. 
All orifices were connected to multiple mercury msnmters by mesns of 
flexible tubing. Photographs of the msnometers provided records of the 
pressures. 

Model Mcdificatfons 

The removable panels on the wing andbody were designed to permit 
modifications to the model in order to alter the flow near the wingddy 
juncture. Two separate modifications were employed (fig. 4), each 
designed to provide a pressure distribution at the win@~ody juncture 
similar to that near the midsemispan of the wing. These modifications 
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were: (1) contouring the body sides to conform to the estimated shape of 
the streamlines over the midsemispan of the wing, and (2) changing the 
profile at the root of the wing. 

Contoured body.- References 1 and 2 suggest methods of contouring 
bodies and nacelles to minimize their interference with the flow over 
swept wings. The body shown in figure 4(a) was contoured usa the method 
of reference 1, which suggests that a body on an infinite oblique wing 
should conform to the natural shape of the streamlines over the wing. 
The method presented in reference l-for determining the streemline 
pattern over the oblique xing utilized the sfrqple cosine concepts of 
oblique flows. Thus, the streamlines that form the desired body shape 
shown in figure 4(a) were ascertained by combining the uniform flow CLIP 
ponent parallel to the sweep axis (5&percenGohord line) with the flow 
field in the midsemispan plene perpendicular to the sweep axis. This 
latter flow field was determined by assming it to be two-dimensional 
and using the method of reference 3. The assumption is warranted because 
the wing aspect ratio is sufficiently large and ccanputations were made 
only for zero lift. The flow field was then adjusted for compressibility 
by the Prandtl-Glauert method to a Mach rnmiber of O-70 (correspondirg to 
a frewstream Mach number of 0.85 for the swept-back wing). The stream- 
line shapes were calculated for several distances above and below the 
wing and were applied to the body lines in such a manner that, within the 
limits of the body depth, the intersection of the body with any horizontal 
plane had the same shape as the intersection of that plane with the calcu~ 
lated streamline pattern. 

Modified woot profile.- It was known qualitatively that the 
lateral confinement of the streamUnes near the center section of a swept+ 
back wing decreased the velocity over the forward portionof the chord 
and increased the velocity over the rear portion of the chord (refm 
ence 4). To counteract these interference velocities, then, the wing- 
root profile would have to be modified to have higher velocities forward 
and lcwer velocities aft. The NACA 0015 section satisfied this require 
ment, especially over the forwardhalf of the chord. RIence, at the in&a- 
section of the wiwhord plane and the straight-sided body, the modified 
wing profile was the NACA 0015 reduced in thickness to that of the basic 
airfoil in the stream direction. (See fig. 4(b).) The wing profile was 
faired linearly to the basic airfoil 0.45 root-chord length outboszd of 
the juncture. (See fig. 3.) 

c 

REDUCTION OF DATA 

. l 

The lift, drag, and pitching met were reduced to coefficient 
form using the model wing area of 4.131 square feet and the wing mean 

rodymmic chord of 0.700 foot for the unswept wing and 0.857 foot for 
FEe 35O tmept-back wing. All pitching moments were referred to an axis 
passing through the 2ipercent point of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. 
(See figs. 2 and 3.) 

. 
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The test Reynolds number, based on the riing mean aerodynamic chord, 
varied from 2.6 millia~ at 0.50 Mach nuriber to 3.5 million at 0.94 Mach 
mmiber for the swept+backwing, andwas smaller for the -pt xing by 
the ratio of the mean aermc chords. 

Wind&unnel.ll corrections to the angle of attack and drag coeffi- 
cient, com@xd by the n&hod of reference 5, were as follows: 

h (ded = 0.22 CL 

Al& = 0.003t34cL2 

Constriction effects of the win&t-l walls on the test Mach numbers 
(computed by the method of reference 6) were taken into account and 
amounted to about l-l/2 percent at 0.94 Mach number. 

It is believed that the dreg coefficients shown in this report are 
slightly in error due to balence interaction discovered subsequent to 
the tests. The absolute values of the drag coefficients should not be 

. 

compared, since the error in the drag readings was a function of the lift 
and pitching moment of the model and also appeared to vary slightly with 
time. However, the measured values of dra&ivergence Mach nusiher are 
believed to be reliable. 

RRXJL!TS ANDDEX!USSI~ 

Body Characteristics 

The pressure distribution on the side of the body with the w&g 
removed (fig. 5) shows that the root of the swept&back wing w&s well 
behind the major velocities induced by the straight+sided body. fh fact, 
the nose of the bw could be shortened as much as 7 inches and the body; 
induced velocities in the region of the #Fng root still would be very 
small. 

Figure 6 presents the aerodynamic characteristics of the body with 
the wing removed, based on the model wing area and mean aerodynamic 
chord. The pitcvt data for the straight+sided body were reduced 
usingthemeanaerodynsmic chordandthe mcunen%center position for both . 
the unswept wing and the swep%back wing. It should be noted that the 
drag coefficients shown for the body are small and in some cases are 
slightly negative. This is due largely to the fact that only the forces 
onthe forebodyweremeasured, the afterbodybea attachedto the sting 
support as shown in figures 2 snd 3. Furthermore, the absolute values of 
the drag coefficient are believed to be slightly in error due to in- 
action of lift and pitching moment affecting the drag readings. 



Pressure Studies 

Figure 7 shows the distributions of pressure coefficient at three 
different sections on the 35O sweptiack wing. Note the re arwarddis- 
placementofthe minimumpressuresnesr the rootandthe forwarddis- 
placement near t& tip. Also shown in figure 7 is the pressure distribu- 
tion predicted for the midsemispan station of the swept wing from results 
of tests of the unsweptwingusing the simple cosine concept. The data 
frcnu the tests of the unswept wing were converted to those for a swept 
wing by dividing the Mach number by the cosine of the sweep angle, multi- 
plyine; the pressure coefficient by the square of the cosine of the sweep 
angle, and multiplying the angle,of attack by the cosine of the sweep 
angle. Good agreement was obtained at all Mach numbers below that for 
drag divergence (&&+0.10)~ whereas at higher Mach numbers the 
agreement was cnly fair. It should be mentioned that pressures on swept 
sad unswept lifting surfaces would be expected to be comparable in this 
manner onlynearthemidsemispan, since, for the ssme total lift, the 
swept-backwinghas more lift near the tip sndlessliftnearthe root 
than the unswept wing. 

- 

The foregoing16 fairly strcmgevidencethatthe partions of the 
swept-shack wing near the midsemispan behaved much as would be predicted 
by the simple cosine concept, except, of course, for the different 
b-layer effects. It was reasoned, then, that any failure of the 
wing to realize the full benefits of sweepback would probably occur nesr 
the root or tip sections, and altering the pressure distribution at the 
wingrootto conformwiththatatthemidsemispanmightbebeneficial. 

In figure 8 are shown the chordwise pressure distributions near the 
wing root for the basic model and for the model with the two modifica- 
tions . Also, shown by the dotted line is the pressure distribution for 
the midsemispan station. It was. intended that, by the modifications, this 
distribution be maintained over the inner portion of the wing. At small 
angles of attack the effect of the contoured body was about as had been 
calculated, except that the magnitude of the effect was only about half 
as great as desired; that is, the pressures with the contoured body were 
about midway between those for the straight-sided bw snd those at the 
midsemispan. This deficiency may have been due in pert to the fact that, 
theoretically, the modification should extend a considerable distance 
above and below the wing before its effect becomes negligible; whereas on 
the model it was limited bythe depth of the body. The effect of the 
modified -root profile on the pressure distribution consisted largely 
of a reduction of the velocities over the middle portion of the chord. 
The effects of body modification and wiqproot modification are reflected 
in the pressur+contour plots shown in figures 9 to ll. Note that the 
pressure contours with the contoured bw were generally straighter and 
were not displaced rearwsr d near the root as much as with the straighti 
sided body. Also, the modified wing root substantially reduced the 
velocities near the midchord in the region of the wing-body juncture. 
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Tuft Studies 

l 

The results of tuft studies shown on the left wing panels in 
figures 9 to ll revealed no consistent effects of the modifications, 
although, in general, the flow above the divergence Mach number appesred 
to be somewhat steadier with the modifications. In any case, the flow 
at the wiwbody juncture remaIned steady, the regions of disturbed flow 
0ccurrFng on the midsemispan or tip portions of the wing. 

Force Studies 

Figures 12 to 15 present the aerodynamic force and moment chsrac- 
teristics of the various configurations. Figure 16 is a sunmary of the 
force chsracteristics of the model with the unswept wing end with the 
35O sweptrback wing. Either of the modifications to the model with the 
swept&back wing appeared to increase the Mach number for drag divergence 
approximately 0.01. Of particulsr interest is the fact that applicaticsI 
of the simple cosine concept to the dr-vergence Mach number of 0.7h 
for the unswept wing at zero lift results in a predicted dra@LLvergence 
Mach number of 0.90 for the 35O swep%back wing, a value which agrees 
very well with that measured for the model with either of the modifice 
tiorls . Thus it appears that the gain fram the modifications, although 
small, was about as much as could be expected with this model. Even the 
model without the modifications had about 90 percent of the predicted 
increase of divergence Mach number due to sweeping the wings. 

Attention is called to 4x0 factors which beer heavily on the for- 
going assessment of the benefits of the sweepback and of the modifica- 
tions . First is the fact that the shaptiduced velocities near the 
critical region of the -body juncture (fig. g(a)) were slightly less 
than those over the major portion of the wing, possibly because the body 
was shaped to Fnauce no velocity in this region and its depth was small 
enough to allow relief similer to that at the wing tips. This decrease 
of induced velocity effectively increased the critical Mach number of 
the wing-body juncture. The second factor is the determination of the 
proper axis upon which to base the angle of sweepback for a tapered wing. 
For exam;ple, if the sweep of the 2percenWhord line (37.1') were used 
in the foregoing analysis, a dr@ivergence Mach nmber of 0.925 would 
be predicted for the swept-back wing, and one would conclude that the 
gain from the sweepback was only about 80 percent of the predicted vslue. 
Bowever, for the purpose of predicting characteristics which are primarily 
dependent upon shock formation, it is believed preferable to use an exis 
parallel to the shock front. At zero lift the shock front of an infini% 
span wing with the NASA 64AOl5 section would be expected to develop 
slightly behind the &%percentihord line. Also, the contours off* 
ure g(a) indicate that the shock at the midsemfspan developed at between 
4.0 and 60 percent of the chord. Thus it appears forthepresentcase 



that the mrcen+chord line is a valid axis upon which to base the 
angle of.sweepback. 

An attempt was made to substantiate qualitatively the increase of 
dra@divergence Mach nuniber realized fromths moaffications by computing 
from pressure nvsasuremsnts ths wing pressure&rag coefficient near the 
win&mdy juncture. !Phe results of these computations are presented in 
figure 17. It should be noted that the data shown for the model with 
the straight-sided body are a true representation of the prsssure drag in 
the region of the juncture since the straight-eidedbody couldhave no 
pressure drag inthis region. However, the contouredbody, with SW of 
its surface sloping relative to the drag directlen, could expsrience 
pressure drag near the juncture, but this drag was not evaluated because 
of the limited instrumentation. The large decrease of wing pressure 
drag shown at 0.60 Mach number for the model with the contoured body is 
probably counteracted to souse extent by a pressure drag on the body 
itself. Whenonlythe validcompsrisonis Hlsde for the ~~&lwiththe 
straight*ided body, then, it is revealed that the modified root profile 
reduced the pressure drag of the wiq@ody juncture considerably at high 
Mach numbers. It appears that the prw effect of the modification 
was to maintain the subsonic character of the flow in the juncture at 
ahigher free-streamMachaumber. 

Below the Mach number for drag divergence, the pressure distribution 
atthemids~spano~thexing~~its5~perc~~~lineswept 
back 35’ was accurately predicted from tests of the unswept wing using 
the sin&e cosine concepts. 

AboutgOpercentof the predictedincrease ofdcsg-divergencebG%ch 
number was realized experimentally frcsn the sweepback of the model wing, 
the measured divergence Mach number being about 0.025 lower than the 
predicted divergence Mach mmiher. Most of this small deficiency appeared 
to be overcome by the modifications to the body contour or to the q 
root profile, either of which increased the drag4ivergtsnce Mach number 
of the model with the sxept+back wing approximately 0.01. 

Modifying the profile at the root of the sweptAack wing &creased 
the pressure drag of the xlng root at high mibsonic Mach numbers. 

ABBE Aeronautical Laboratory, 
pistional Advieury Committee far Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 

. 
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(a) Lower front.view bf modelAth swe@Gback King. 

(b) Top view of model with unsweptwing. 

Figure l.- Photogt!aphs ofthemodelmo'lmtedinthexind--tunneltest 
section. 
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Figure 8. - Effect Of mode/ modificufions on fh8 upp8PSWfoC8 

pressure distribution neur the roof of #he swepf Wing. 
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Figure 12. - Aerodynamic charocferisfics of fhe mode/ with the 
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